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t.

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

'!'he object of this study is to survey past work in the area of
body prod'uced electrical power as

rep~rted

in the literature, develop

an ur.derstanding or the various methods and approaches which have

been suggested as possible sources. and present this information in
a useful !onn. This report is directed towarus the general problem

of providing electriCal power to implanted electronic devices, such
as artificial

c~rdiac

pacemakers, requiring less than 200 micro•

wat-ts for an indefinite time from a completely self contained internal
system.
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SUMMARY

A general literature review was first undertaken to both dis· .
cover previous experimental work and _to gather general impressions

ot thinking on this subject •. The revi.ew indicated that there were few
well documented conclustons available and that although a fresh start

might be duplicative, it is ne·eded for a systematic study.

Conceiv•

able sources were listed and each has been ·brieny considered from
t::,e physiological and instrumental viewpoints. In trying to evaluate
t:otential usefulness of a source it was sometimes necessary to form
conceptual d_esigns of mechanical syste:ns which could utilize that
source.

Comm:ents !ln these de,signs-

.

as contextual information

ar_e 'included in the discussion

becaus~ theyillustrate those asp~cts o£
~

the systems which were considered and the design problems encountered, not because these designs. are fe:t to be the proper
·s-olution.

We concur with recent statements 'tiy investigators active

in experimental work that the physiological Galvanic ;,:ell and mech•

anoelectric conversion are the two roost premising systems. although
..

.

'
·~,..

I

•

;

't

much work is necessary 'before
. either is useful
. for practical purposes.
. Throughout this st~dy w.e repeatedly encountered unanswere.d questions

or ·.ne

possible effects of bio1og1cal adaptation on the total implanted

system.

These effects need not be entirely negative. Adapt'ion in

a direction tending to increase power output is a possibility deserving

or serious

attention.
/

e

-
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III.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

A.

pirectly Obtained Electricity;
Since our goal is electricity prod\:.ced from an energy

so\!::-ce within the body, the siffiplest system instrumentally and the
first which should be evaluated is the direct electrical tap.

Th~

systems under CC?nsideration in this section are all those that contain
electrodes that are in physical cont-act with the biological environo
me:1t and in which electrical potentials betweeB electrodes can be
measured.

These potentials are due to, or at least intima.tely

associated with, time and space variations in ionic concentrations
and Oow. 'fhe ultimate _description; an~ expl~nat\ons and definitions

ot these potent~ls are within the sci.enc~ of irreversible thermodynamics an<! t}!e subject or cons"i.~e rable- controversy. (19) For

.

the purpose of this discussior. we wUl generally consider these

-

-

potentials ope rationally, that is, according to what :you_ do to obtain
a :neasurable potential and the characteristics of that potential.
1. ·

'

Neuromuscular Potentials
The most st~di~d biologi.ca·l electrochemical phenomena..

are the neuromuscular action potentials. At the cellular

lev~l

micro-

electrodes of several microns diameter inserted throug,h neuron or
muscle cell membrane i.ndicate potentials of tens

o! mUlivolts between

points within the cytoplaEm and betwe<!n cJtvplasm and extracelblar
fluid.

The time course

millisecond to hours.

or variations

These

11

~n

these potentials is from :a

membrane potentials" in themselves

are of no use !ol' oul' purposes because of the !anhstically low currents

\and short ttre ora cell damagod hJ perforation or its membrane.

But

\

e

--

~·

-----

\

ph~nomena

the gl"oss extracellular

associated with the summated

effects of thousands or nearby active cell sections in nerve and
When a metal win or disc

muscle bundles deserve consideration.

is placed near- a nerve. "compound action potenHals 11 ar"e observed
between that electrode and another placed in the body, and when
a muscle is. used. the "electromyogram" .is observed.

a.

Nerve Potentials
The use

or neural electricity as

an energy

source can be dismissed as .not feasible on the grounds that drawing
currents will

.

rurtion or

cau~e

nor~al

stimulation of the excitable membrane's and

.

'

rw;ction. This col')clusion results from

dis~

o~serving

that whatever electric.al energy is prodUced is the result of neural
..

\.

:

-

.

activity (by assumption) and that that level of electrical current must
or necessity be sufficient to
in ordEr to

pro~uce

c~use

stimulation since it was generated

(natural) st\mulation. There is no· way to avoid

returning current to t.he e1ecttode whic? supplied it when the voltages

tr:.volved .are less thaf\ the • 4 ~.olt minimum !o,r- germanium diodes. and
•
•
wnile the two electro'de current distributions ~ill differ, it seems
r-easonable to expect that at least some units will be stimulated.
loss

or even a

potentials are

.

.

few
units in the PNS is undesirable.
.

or the

.

Also. since neural

order of 100 millivolt, a source resistance

12 ohm is needed to obtain 200 microwatts.

The

or

This requirement is not

compatible with the source. Consider for example, the input im•
8
pedances (to ohm) or the amplifiers typically required ,to measure
nerve compound action potentials •.

·-- .... ~.

•
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Muscle· Potentials

With muscles the situation differs in several
respect!i that make power pick up from this system at least con•
ceivable. Namely, the

vo1um~

of muscle is la:-ge compared with

neural_tissue and stimulation of a· few units should not seriously
dis=-upt normal function.

The large muscle areas may allow many

electrodes to be used simultaneously in order to provide a lower
electrical source resistance.

For example. if one pair of electrodes

prcvides a source resistance of 500 ohm, 40 pair will provide 12
I.

ohm.

In order to utUi:te this low

former can be

~sed

.

VQ1t~

g:e ac s.ource a miniature trans

to step up t.he voltage
ber.,:-e rectification.
;

4

From

a power standpoint i~ shou1d '!:',;; \ilore eff~fient to uf··· on.e transformer
and rectifier with each pair·

or e:~ctrodes

and sum .. .!; de outputs.

Sir.ce skeletal muscle EMG signals <.;ontain most of
.frEquencies
can be used.

abo~e

submi.nia~'-!r-e

tran_srormers

power in

< 1~ oz,

io

in.

3

.1

Aflswers to imp?rtant biological questions were not found

in the literature.

as power

100 cps,

-~heir

No reports describing investigation oC EMG signals

sourc~s we~e discov~red. althoug.'l ~se

control purpose's have heel'\ frequently studied,

oC EMG signals for

Whether or not a low

en-ough source resistance can be achieved and maintained and what
tne of electrode and impla~tation is best are questions Yfhich will

probably have to be answered by experiment.

Careful technique may

prevent electrodes embedded in muscles performing large movements
from causing irritation and pain but this will also require study.

from the experience

or clinical

workers with implanted cardiac pacemakers,

small electrodes can be talented but

rr.ay be serious problems.

Judging

dislodg-~ment

and lead breakage

--

·..

--

"1

u

l
e.

Cardiae Potentials
The strong rhythmic contractions of the myo-

cardium attract immediate attention but the characteristics of its elec e
trical potentials present particular d.iffi.culties.

Unlike

skele~al

.

muscle

v:hich maintains contraction with a high frequency train or "spikes'..
cardiac muscle !ibers depolarize and repola.rize only once per heart•
beat.

Thus. the energy is contained mostly in low frequency compon·

ents (l-20 cps).· Since the contraction of all are as of the muscle is ·
synchronized, large electrode areas can be used without the losses
which would be associated with large electrodes on skeletal m_uscle.

.

.

{Current from active non-synchronized skeletal muscle fibers could
.
:
.
.
.
pass t~1ru a large electrode to inactiv~·tissue without passing to the
\
.
.
second electrode of the pair.) But while this allows only one trans•
~

former to be used on the heart with ·one pair of large electrodes, trans•
formers which are designed for ve'7' low frequencies are relatively lar \e.
he~vy

and inefficient.

Regardless of t}te differences in wave!onn, the

ECG on the heart is }ess than.lOO mV (possib~y only 10 mV) and thus
a maximum source tesistanc~ ~r ~2 ohm is 3~in required for 200

uv:

power yie-ld {assuming the 100 mV peak figure). Unless a radically

.

improved electrode material is developed this resistance is not likely
to be achieved.

Effective source resistance figures for common elec·

trode materials directly on muscle have not been found in the literature,
·and

an experiment appears necessary to determine what resistance can

be easily obtained and how this might change with

I

time~

\..

Z!'HilF*

--

.

.-

E±'

-

-

..

l
·7·
2.

Direct C'urrent Systems
These systems are all those that produce electron

flow in one direction only between the two elec~rodes.· This is un•
like the neuromuscular potential electrode system in which a
capacitor would be placed in the circuit to insure that no net
flows from one electrode to the othe·r.
the electrical energy or interest

i~ "

c~arge

In the neuromuscular system

l~emating

current" in that charge

flows from electrode A to electrode d and then, milliseconds later.

In the neuromuscular electrode sy:;tem net current flow

returns to A.

would provide no •tseful work and undesired reactions might accumulate
products on or near the electrodes- that result in "polarization" and/or
e-lectrodedeteriora~ion\vhich interfe_res with the desired

action,

This

type or electrode activity. how eyer, can· become the desired activity in
\.
:
.

cirect currenfsystems.
a.

·Physiologic'at Elect!"'...ide Cell
The Galvanic cell in its simplest and classical

form consists ("inly in two different metals (or other conductors) dipping
!

.

.

J

•

into a common. ionic:. solution; An electric potential, characteristic
'

c·f the metals, ·i~mperature, ionic species and concentration, can be

.

measured between the non·imm.!rsed portions of the two metal
'

electrodes,

Since the fluids existing within the body are ionic

ti.ons inter· electrode potentials can be
Cissimi.lar conductors anywhere,

prod~ by

solu~

inserting two

Because of the complexity or the

body fluid composition, variation in compos:tion at different points.
induced effects from the presence or foreign material, presence or many

membranes with unknown properties, acti.vc processes, etc,, etc., the
actual ehemical reactions and inter-electroce potential can not be pre·

'~dieted,
__,

•

•

a

in fact such potentials are not strictly defined,

(Nims, p. S).

-•

--

-

~

4-l
I

\
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We can consider that there are two general types or reaction
wh.ich occur with implanted electrodes. 'l'he first. which we will
call type 1, is like that iri the classical Galvanic cell described above
in which one or both electrode materials enters into the reaction and···

becomes irreversibly altered or lost.

The second type of· reaction

is possible when membranes are present and the chemical environ•
ment differs at the two electrodes. In this type 2 reaction, which in
i':s simplest form is the classical concentration cell, irreversible change
to the electrode surfaces need not occur and the electrodes need not be
cis similar. The rate of the .chemical reactions may be much improved
by dissimilar surfaces:. however, for example by catalytic action, in·

creased effective area, ·inducement o( loc.al environmental chang.e, etc.
.
"
.
This second type oC activity can be col)sidered as a fuel cell with the
~

.,_

~

"'·

.

.

.

.

phys'iological system maw,a'ning aU the reactants and removing the"
end products.

A special u ;dcation ·or the type 2 system is when similar

electrodes or 11 \nert metals" or of "non-polarizable 11 liquid filled tubes
i~pedance

are used in conjunction with very high

voltage measuring cir-

cuits which insure that the pot~ntial chemical ,reactions do not occur
.~...

at '.he electrodes. This
na~ural

! .
arrangem~nt

:

is used

... ~or

investigating so called·

de potential gradients within and on the sunace or the body (4).

Such measurements necessal"ily must draw virtually no power from. the
chemical energy sources

responsible~

for the electrode potentials. for

as soon a!: current is drawn reactions occur and the natural concentrations
change.

Thus any de current producing electrode generator scheme use-

ful for our purposes will have inter-electrode potentials which are more

· or less unnatural physiologic~lly. That is, the potential difference be·
tween electrodes or any type dra~ving current will be different from that
measure,j between "non-polarizable" electrodes drawing no current, and
the local chemical environment surrounding the electrodes may be grossly

iiillll&

•
.,.,

-.

I

-9·

:For these reasons the type 1 system tn which electrode

different.

material change occurs and the type 2 system in which it need not

are considered here as two special cases of the general physiological
electrode cell system.
~e

general case

or which the

type 1 and 2 systems are ex-

amples, is when dissimilar metals. which produce a potential when
dipped into a

coq~mon

ionic solution. are place:i in a nonhomogeneous

environment that produces a potential between similar electrodes.

This is probably a fair description of the situation prevailing in the
electrode materiai, electrode placement

comb"~ations

Dr. John Koni~ort and others produ~e ~he best results.

with whkh
The Konikort

wor:k is a significan~ source or'experimental data and has stimulated
much or the recent
so1.:.rce.

int~rest in t~~ _physiological electrode
-

For these reasons a brief

reference 12 is included here.
pape~

~_ummary

cell powa

oC the work reported in ; "~

The reader is referred to the original

for details.

.

John Konikoff and Luthe.r Reynolds wer!! the principal workers
'

at the General tlect;ic

Comp~ny'~ Space Sci~nces Laboratory under

a c.ontract with NASA in 1963- 64 to investigate the. use of what is
re~e rred to here as physiological electrode cell· potentials as a

biologically derived power source,

Many combinations 'of electrode

matedals in several anatomical locations in several species o£ laboratory animals were tried •. Their final choice or electrode materials
w~s uhigh speed steel (75'ro Fe. 6'Vo Cr,. 18o/o W, • 3~ V, • '1% C)
1

specially prepared "plntinum platinum·black' combinntion.

11

and a

The f'irial

choice o£ location was as follows, ...... the PPb electrode was located in
the abdominal cavity dorsal to the peritoneal membrane·, and HSS situ::tted
s·Jbcutaneously but phys~~atly adj::~cent to the abdominal incision." The

=

.J

--

._____,

,

I

\
ele~'trodes

longest conHnuous implant was· 128 days.
as above.

and sites were

'The animal .was a·. rabbit, and a constant resistive load of -

10,000 ohiO\ was applied between electrodes. Arter 15 days the output
stabilized and thereafter remained at

~4

micr:Jwatts ·and • 5 volt,

The

highest power reported in short term studies was 308 microwatt.

No

new work from either Konikoff or Reynolds has been published since
1954. Telep!'lone conversations with both men indicate that work is
co.:1tinuing, and that recent improvements in the platinum-black elec·

trode matertal have increased the power output threefold for the same
ehctrode area •. Reynolds who is now at Hahnemann Medical College,
Philadelpr1ia reports that 200 microwatts ·has'been obtained when each
.

.

2 .

. .

electrode is ot;t/2 ~ area. 1'h:fs elec.tr~de power generation scheme
has the advantages, ~·according to, the ~·riginatc·rs. of simple .sv.rgical

pr:>cedure and

~o harmful tissue i-eaction or loss of output at least !or

4 months in the OM long ~.::rm rabbit experiment.

According to the data in the Konikoff report and especially ~he
recent report of Strohl et. al: (29), when "biologically inert'' metals
such as plat i.num
and·,f!'. type 316'; stainless are tin planted. power levels
'I
1

-

greater than 10 ~W have not been obtained and the output dr-ops signifi·

cantly below this after a few

~ays.

Strohl's comments on the inevitable

growth oC a fibrous membrane around implanted
the electrodes become

isolat~d

electro~es

suggests that

from the original. dissimilar ionic

{.mvironments as this membrane grows.

The better power outputs and

longevity have been obtained in con_iunction with an

elect~ode

which

actively reacts with species present in the extracellular fluids. Even
when covered with (hypothetical) cells tending to maintain identical ionic
coocentrations around the two electrodes. a reactive elechode can
~ontinue
-t.::~_iniug

to provide current,

tn evaluating :1n electrode cell

sys~em

reactive electrodes important conside:-ations are toxicity

or_

con·

nwee

;J

---

L...-_..J

;

I

.-11-

1

p,..oducts and deterioration oC performance with time. As Strohl
notes, Faraday's first law predicts the electrode weight loss due to
ionic solution when the electrode reactions are known G_uantitatively.
For example, • 91 of iron will be needed to supply 100 uA for 1
year.

But at least as important are the hard to predict effects such

as loss or effective surface area "catalyst poisoning", uneven surface
deterioration and long term local tissue reaction.- In conclusion, it
appears that ther-e is a reasonable possibility that physiological elec•
trode cells can provide 200 uW for e:ctended periods, but careful.
long term studies.and an understanding of the actiye phenomena,
which, hopefully.
will provide
the basis. !or ~ptimizing the electrode
.
.
materials, are~ necessary.

But the sunple
areas
. surgery in low risk
.

Which haS been~ USed', the mechatl_~CS -• 00 moving partS, the nOQM

dependence on any bodily motion, lhe inherent freedom from en-_
capsulation problems, and the short term results already achiev7d·
combine to make this a most promising syste'm at this time.
b.

Fuel Cell
~

~

~

:

··sophisti.c:a,ted direct current systems have
been speculated on for producing relatively large quantities of
electrical power for running proposed artificial hearts.

These systems

are usually referred to as ruel cells and usually are considered in ref·
erenca to known chemical energy sources such as glucose- or ATP.

These

systems are very appealing, largely because the proposed energy source
is Caidy well understood,

Molecular energy yields, available C9ncen-

trations and naturally occuring reactions can be stated. The development

or physical systems to \ltilize

these sources then"appears to be a

problem amenable to present technological capability since t.he avail• ·
able raw materials .and necessary operations are known, at least

~

-·-

\,..

0

-·-

_________,l

...---

_,

----

__,_. -

I

~

-12i.n broad outline.

This is in contrast to the simpler Galvanic cell

systems discussed earlier in which the present state of the art has
been reached largely by trial and error without benefit or thorough
un:ierstanding of the detailed p_rocesses involved.

Approaching the

problem from basic principles and pro·ceeding in accordance with
established theory will no doubt achieve practical success in time.
The National Institutes of Health recently circulated a Reque:>t For
Proposal to;undertake feasibility studies of ir:lplanted biological
fuel cells.

When these initial studies are completed we will have

a statement of the problem and outline of needed research.
the immediate future. however.

th~

simpler

~

For

proposed system is.

the g..·eater appears its chance of success.
•

'
~

B.

.
;:

...

.i:
~

.
:

Thennoelectric Converterp -·
'

.

Temperature gradients within the body theoretically
can be exploited as a source of electrical energy. In recent years
-considerable research on thermoelectric compositions for use with
nuclear reactor heat sources has produced materials with thermoelectric
ov~r those of conventional t.'lermocouplefl.
' .
..
a conventional copper-constantin couple will produce 23
.

properties much improved
·~

For example.

~

:

microvolt per fahrenheit degree temperature difference while a material
of Bismuth-Antimony-Telluride composition produces 77 microvolt/F

0

0

(ll, 8).

Simple calculations using this second figure indicate that with

a 5 F

0

2soo

elements connected in series will yield 200 uW at.$ volt.

temperature difference and 1 ohm resistance for every element
A

Japanese group (32) has published a report of a 150 element thermo~lectric ·
&ener~tor

for use on the extem~l body surface.

Their device used t~e

Bi-Sb·Te material and the size of the thermoelectric array
about 2. 5 em x tern x •. Scm..

appears-~ to

be

The d~ta presented in their report are-hot

a.

E&.CliM&ALNC&L£%.Ql_t.

4!?'@

"-.- ---..
I

-·-.
--'------1
I

~

-13clear and well organized and therefore the following ealcu!ations
. based on that report may not be completely correct. A maximum
voltage of about 450 millivolt (open circuit?) is reported. "A serle3
array of 150 elements of a material ~r~ducing '17 uV {F .will produce
0

450 m.V at a temperature difference of 39 F 0 "

Since some of their .

work was at 10°C (S3°F) air ~emperature with evaporating alcohol on ·
the cold junction. this temperature difference is possible. The only
power output figure mentioned is 20 uW I em~. If this was obtai ned
under conditions which produced a • 45 volt open circu_it voltage and i1
2
their device contacted a sl<in area of 2. 5 cm then th~ indicated internal
resistance of their device is 2000 ohms. o1· roughly 13 ohm per element. ··
If this resistance figure is realistic fot thennopUes composed of ele.·

. ments of 2mm

:
X:

" ...
lmm. X Smm siz,e therf "the_ 2500 element array mentioned .

~

~

.

above would produce only 1/3 of t'he assumed 200 uW or only 15 uW.
total resistance of 13 ohm per

e~ement

A

appears unnecessarily high. how ..

ever. according to the following calculation. ·The resistivity of Bi-Sb·
4
Te is only 7 x 10 ohm ~ em (8). Henc~ an elemmt of the above dimensions

.

should have only 17 !nillohm i;•ternal resistartce.
.

Therefore the actual

electrical resWtanc.t is aln:oSt: _en~irely. contr:ibuted by the contact be~
tween the thermoelement and the heat sink conductor and is largely a
problem in technique,

According to refeNnce 26. contact resistivity

in elements used in thermoelectric power generators rriay vary between
2
3 and 4500 microohm- cm • The higher figure indicates a contact re•

sistance of. '2:3 ohm for an area or, 02 em and, since there are two
contacts per element. a total contact resistance of. 5 ohm for elements
the size of those in the Japanese device,

This last calculation was the

baSiS for our original 3SSumption of 1 ohm per element.

The conclusion we reach is that a 2500 element array operating
between a temperature difference o[ 5 F

0

•

2
with a surface area of 42 cm •

___

---'·
I

--

u

~

__,1~

·14·

By

volt.

comparison~·

of.

Scm will produce 200 uW at • 5
3
25 cm oC medical grade mercury cells

at each heat sink and a depth

(8 i\fallory RM CC • 1 W) (20) has a capacity ::lf 8 AH which.
_r.eglecting age derating, will supply 200 uW for- 5 year-s at 1. 4

to 10 volt. Since the failure or any one of 5000 contact points in
the series connected array will cause system failure, and since a
0
2
5 F temperature diiference between two 42 cm areas .• 5 em apart
does not naturally and reliably exist within the body. the thermo•
couple system is considered to be not competitive·.-with conventional
batteries for a.1 implanted power sour<;e.
C.

Mechanoelectric Converter

:. · · ·

In this section possible. mecbar'lical energy sources will be

"

.

~·

.

considered togeth.er with mechanical couplir.g schemes.

An arbitrary

criterion of 1 milliwatt net mechanfcal \Vork in the coupling system was
chosen as a practical minimum power level f"or a final electrical output

or 200

microwatt.

Brief consideration,or actual mechanical to elec~iezoele<:tJ;'iC: crystals and permanent
;
included~ y/e make t~e provisional ass~ption

trical transducers, pamcly,

.

.

·:~

magnet generators, b

tn this section

th'~t if

.

.

a mechanical system can be implan~ed which

will perform 1 mW work, for example in winding a spring, for ovP.r
a year, then a transducer can be designed to utilize this energy.

Other

<;han ~ork based on electrode cell potent.ials all known experimental im:;>lant power generation has been with piezoelectric: crystals.
1.

Sources
The obvious mechanical sources are: .

•

. Voluntary muscle, joint and limb move•
mcnts

...

.. _..,.,..

------

..__

I

I

I

.,

l
-15•

Peristalsis (dismissable on grounds of
insufficient power)

o

Respirao:ory system : rib cage motion,
diaphragm muscle, thoracie and abdominal
"pressure variation"

•

Cardi9vasc~ar

system -heart motion, aorta

and large artery pulse expansion, blood f'lo_w
e

Gross body acceleration (sel! winding watch
principJe, "random motion power")

Movements associated with voluntary activity in some cases offer
•

large

."

quantitie~;

..

•

I

•

4

•

of mechanical power., • The intermittant character oC
'\.

.

..

.

this :activity means, however. that an energy storage system must be
included in the design to supply power during periods of inactivity.
Rechargeable batteries are the obvious storage device, especially since
they are designed for and requL·e

relat~vely

hig::-t current, short duty

.

c;ycle charging.-' The,se batter}es require 50 tp lOOo/o more charge current
.

than they return. however. T·h~r~fore, any futermittant generator will
have to supply 300-400 microwatt average electrical charging power i!
the l::attery-undergoes 200 microwatt constant drain. It may not be un•
reasonable to dapcnd upon or require some particular voluntary move•
ment being performed at some minimum rate for many months, .but

.

unless a particular applic3tion requires power only

d~;ring

a certain

type oC activity, it seems more straightforward to couple a motion
generator to a continuous activity, such as respiration and blood flow,
'·
in which the rate and other operational no~ms and limits are predictable
and unavoidable.

'.·--

---

.,J

__,

-·---,r

- - .

\

---

"""I

I
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Res pi ration
The first continuous motion source which we will
respiration.

c~nsider

ts

Since the object or respiratory mechanical motion \s to

pump air, _a fluid flow system -operating on the pressure volume changes

!ound in the thoracic and abdominal cavities during the respiratory cycle
is :an obvious possibility. During ~onditions ct quiet rest the varlation
in pressure within the human adult thorax is approximately 3rom. Hg

2
(4 em H20> or:. 04. Nt/cm ._ At a breath rate of 30/min, work oC 2
millijoule per breath must be done !or an ave:rage mechanical power

.

of 1 milliwatt. It we approximate the phase lag to be expected between

press~re

•

and

vol~e

.

by assuming no phase hg but with only
. ·.··

2

one hall the pressure vaMation. (i.e.·. 0.2 Nt/cm. ), then the volume oC
fluid (silicon oV.·. ga~. 'isotonic &aline·:

.

etc.) which must be pumped

each breath li.CC:ording to the rela;lon PV • 2 x

.

10 3 joule

3

is 10 cm :

Since

the volume calculated in this mannet" is inversely proportional to breath
rate and. intrathoracic pressure, the "volume required in most ex-periment.U
animals will b~_less.

.

An

.

.

eleme~tar}.non·duiJrential system ~responsive to respiratory
..
-

pressure variations of 3mm Hg.would probably be disabled by nonnal

atmospheric pressure variations or one or two inches or mercury . . Insensitivity to ambi.ent 11 dc" pressure is inherent in a differential system.
however~ and because the intra·abdominal respiratory pressure variation

is out

or phase with the

intrathoracic, two bellows, one in each cavity,

connected by a tube would comprise such a system. It appears that this
system can provide the necessary mechanical energy without obvious
size and weight objections.

A simple imp1antation procedure with a sub-

CUl:lneous tube tunnel is conceivable, although all surgical questions as

well as those on mate rials, size, shape and irritation require extensive

~

--

-

I

1

I

design and experimentation. In

sum~ry.

a respiratory Cluid pumping

system i.s recommended as deserving or further attention.
Direct mechanical coupling to respiratory motion rematns as
another possibility. The change in

d~ension

of the rib cage and ·

diaphragm are attractive. The method of' coupling might be something

.

.

working on the principle found in retracting tape measures. A cable ls
wound on a drum and a spring tends to keep :he cable wound up.

U .

1he drum package is firmly attached in some convenient location and the

.

.

cable held against the under side of the diaphragm or in a subcutaneous

or the

tunnel around the chest with the far end

cable attached. then the

dr"Um would ::otate back and forth duruig e~ch.breath.
wind a second

A ratchet drive

~pring w~uld all~w.for a~y.-":z.ero

to

position"
of .the cable.
'
extension wi.th the second spring.drivtng"lhe actual transducer. Perhaps

.

....

'

...

.

placing the cable inside a silicon 'rubber tube fUled with silicon grease,

.

-the tube being of the bellows type to 'allow it to lengthen easily, would
improve the sealing and tissue irritation situation.

While_ quantitative

da.ta on the diaphragm has not- been sought, it cenainly appears that
sufficient power is ayaUable t;om diaphragm .motion and also from chest
..

expansion.

:.

•

~

'I'

The main problems are expected to be in materials, packaging

and surgical ~echnique. Apart from mateMal fatigue and sealing. tissue
et"osion and cell destruction from too great applied pressures must be

avoided·. for even living tissue applying pressure unnat~rally (e. g. an. _'.
aneurysm) can erode its way through other tissue.

The experience with

bone plates. wires and other prostheses which have been used for many
years shows that direct_ mechanical attachments to interr.al structures can
be accomplished, however.
Cardiovascular System·
The other continuous mechanical

sou~ce

is the cardiovascular system.

...

---

.....____.

·--

...___,.

I

..

--

....1·

.'-:!

1
The work or Doc:tor:s Parsonnet and. K~nnedy demonstrates. at
least for: short periods, that the expansion ol the great arteries and the
· u.ovement

or the heart can be ~apped for

mechanical power.

Specific ·

conu:nents on these sources are included ill t:."le discussions of theit e&periments. In general# however, a significant design problem is con·
cerned with accomodating long and short term variations in the proper·
ties of the system being coupled to.

With the arteries some oi these

variables are changes. whether natural or induced, in the artery cross
section, arter"l;al wall elasticity, ave"rage blcod pressure. systolic-

diastolic dif!erential pressure. postural coruiguration and relative

..

dlrection of gravity. ~
Random Motion

\.

\

-

~

·. ·

...

. on a mechanical system

Gross body acceleration
operating
.

similar in principle to the self winding watd'. refers to voluntary motion,
especially walking, and the critir.ism or non~conl:inuous sources applies.
The only detaUed consideration of this systePl is found in Dr. Long 1 s
article (14).

The advantage of this system

'

...

.

:

is: that aU the operating parts

. he rmetic~lly se~~led rig-:d box.

can ·be enclosed in a

Except for the
.

weight involved this box could be attached to the diaphragm or heart to
'
take advantage of the continuous
motion' in th-ese locations.

to demonstrate that the weight is prohibitive.

But in order
.
consider a r;n.lss of M

kilograms being forced to move back and forth over a distance of lcm
a-ccording to the sine law at a frequency o! 1 per second.
v-elocity achieved
this point
t~is

The maximum

wiV be TI- lO~'meters/second.
2

is~ MV ,:l~

The kinetic energy at
4
t5 Jjoule. If we could somehow utilize all

energy each cycle,the mass for·! millijoule is approximately 2kg.

\Vhile the force n(!cessary to accelarate this mass is only. 2 Nt, which

--·-.

.,

...

--

t

t

-19·
could probably be provided by the diaphragm. the force necessary to
support this mass against gravity is 20 Nt; which the diaphngm could
not support. The artificial heart discussants are seriously considering
weights oi this magnitude Cor lon.g terz:1 implantation: thus we caMot
a priori dismiss a random motion system as unworkable. but it does not

appear to be competitive with conventional mercury batteries in power
per po\!Ild.
2o

Transducers

ao

Pietoelectric Crystals

The mechanical energy to electrical energy

u."se in biological

transducer.ri1ost often considered Cor
;

..

•

is the piezoelectric crystal.

..

.

ol

power applications

•

Manu!a<;{ured crystals of lead zirconate.
'\

.

~

.

lead titanate (PZ'l') composition h~ve far superior properties for- pdwer
transduction than do natural crystal$. such as quartz and rochelle salt ••
These manufactured crystals are produced in a form known as

11

Ceramic

bimorphsn. Quantitative data on the re,levact characteristics of these

. 0~vite Corpo~atioil

peizoelectric ceramics
, have 'been developed

~s

Wonnation av:iilabl~ from the

part of this study !rom
(9, 10, 22).

Data of

this sort are necessary for evaluating the practicability and design

require~

:nents of this method oC· power generation.
Efficiency
One oC the most appealing characteris.tics of these transducers is
an attainable conversion efficiency greater than SO"ro.

Th~

efficiency

refers to the ratio or net mechanical energy supplied to the crystal to
electrical energy supplied by the crysfal under optimum conditions
mounting and matching.
to

h::~ve

The simplest

syst~m

~r

for driving a crystal is

the mechanical source directly coupled, that is, when the source

{e. g. expanding aortal movcs,thc crystnl is.

deformed. proportionately.

7E

....

___

-..

----

.......
....

....

I

With this_ type of mechanical coupling a differently defined 11 efficiency'' 1s

......... _..-

signi.fi~

cant. Net mechanical work means total work done on the crystal to deform it

!!l!m!!

(la

~he

total work done by the crystal as it relaxE.ls to its unstressed state.

wi~ dire.ct ~oup~g the sourc~ has to be capable or

coFit)v(t) dt] • Since

supplying enough work to deform the crystal. and since as far as the transducer

· [

is concerned any work it does on the source (during the relaxation phase) is lost
forever, the ratio of total work done on the crystal

~ ~,I F(t)v(t1 + •F(tlv(t)) d.t}

,

to total electrical work done by the crystal_.is a meaningful figure. The usual

'

model ror these c~stals is:
•
~

-

:

'

• · • :
N: 1\. !• .• · M

Electrical~ ~

%Cm::=

Ttle Clevite literature contains tables for

.
Mechanical

ealcula~ing:

Ce, an electrical capaci·

tance; N. the transducer :ratio in volts per Newton; Cm, the mechanical compliance;
1

.

and M, the mass. in terms of: the· dirnensio ns. L, W, T; specific crystal type,

.

~

)

.

PZ.T-SB, PZT-SH,. etc.!. type of connection within the bimorph, series or parallel;

.

-

'

method of moU:riting·a:nd drive, e. g. cantilever mounting with driving force at the

free eri::t. With the above model the internal stored electrical energy under short
2
circuit conditions is We:
CeV where V ., NF with F the.force in Newtons.

t

If an external capacitance C is coMected and the crystal

el\icrnal work will be done in cho.rging this capacitor.

n

defor~ed

by a force F_

can be shown that Cor

the greatest e:\.""ternal work. the external capacitor must be equal in value to Ce in
w:hich case

~

We

joules are supplied. Since in actual use a bridge rectifier

would be used which allows an equal quantity or cle-ctric:1l work to be done as the

crystal relaxes,

~

We

is the theoretical maximum electrical energy availlble.

The mcchanico.l work done on the cryst:ll in deforrr.ation is approximately

j- FD,

·.

.

e

-·

f
"'i

where d, the deformation, is CmF, thus Wm

.!

is;

.....I

.....

I

-··

2
CmF • The ratio

We

2
~
~
wm·

which for- a PZT- SB parallel bimorph

which reduces to

(2). (2. 8

10 ~

X

or

• 032 or 3. 2o/o.

great significance is that all dimensions and the

magnitude of force drop out! Also, a series.connected cantilever
bi:norph, and an end
:

¥

supported

~

~

center

•

i

driven mounting of either

'

series or parailel c9nnection c~n b'! shown to have the same efficie1"1cy,

. ..

...

.

.

.

.

and the PZT • SH material di!!ers ..only slightly.

Thus, while choosing

dimensions, mounting, etc, will ce -;atnly effect the quantity of electrical

energy produce_d in a

dir~ct-coupled

system,_ this enc.-gy can never be.

greater than 3, 21'o·or the mechanical work supplied (as defined above).

.

'

lllustrations of. the significance of these figures wili be round in the ~
;

.

~

discussion of previous expe ri~ental work.

...

•

Outpu~

It was shown above that the maximum e'ectrical e~ergy which can
2 2
be produced in one deformation cycle is ~ ..:'.eN F , The value of F.
o! course. can not exceed the force necessary to fracture the crystal.

For a

c~ntilcver

beam of length Land thickness T. the strain is

s=..!!...2 o
2L

whare D is the distance the free end is displ::~ced.

Maximum strain

before fracture is an intrinsic material parameter and one value holds
,.
(<:~pproxi.matcly)

for

;~ny confi~ration.

Mr. C:trmen Germ:;.:-:o of

Cl~vite

E?&in *TY· · n '§ffim rtttti rtr W'f5tewm e·

-----

·-.. -

t:....

....

~·

1

J

I
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has recommended S x 10

(50o/G of the fracturing strain) as the max-

imwn strain to apply in a real system. We can assume a maximum
2
2L
-4
·
denection, then, of Dmax "'3T. 5 x 10 for a cantilever mounted
crystal and a maximum force or Fmax = O~ax (D in inches implies
.

m

Cm in in/Nt). Electrical output pel" defiection is, therefore, for a
PZT- SB parallel btmorph cantilever:

2.

CeN Dmax

( 2 x 109 LTW) . ·(. 3

2

~

4 Cm2

~1,1

(4)

.

-7 L 3

X 10

-

LWT)2 (-31
)

2

WT 3

.

~ 420_LWT microjo~-~-·
.

t

witlt L, W, T in:tnch~s.

•

t

Since tbe bimorphs are only available in thick-

nesses close to 20 mu; the max.tn:uni output per defiection is 8. 4 Ipicr:'·
joule per square inch of area.

Aga~,

it can be shown that this figure

is obtained for series as well as parallel

con~ection,

for center drive

as well as cantilever.
The unh area putput pe~ deflection can,be increased four times

.

..

.

'

by allowing a "qeflec·tion"to b.e _rr~m - Dmax to+ Dmax and back again,

that is. by including a spring so that with no "external force" applied
the crystal is defiected in the opposite direction from that which the
exte mal force produces.

This variation in mOWltin,g does not effect

efficiency since four times as much mechanical work is required.
4
At the maximum strain .or 5 x 10 with a spring loaded crystal, the
absolute minimum surface area necessary to produce 200 uW

is~

square inches, where N ts the number of denections per secon(\. and,
according to our previous definition of 3, 2'}'G efficiency, at least S250
uW mechanical power· to deform the crystal(s) is required.
to extend the lifetime or the

cryst:~l

In order

by reducing fatigue it will prob:1bly prove

--

--

--I

d

•
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Ratchet
Escapement

&

Spring
A box of suitable material is fitted with a f}'.uible metal "window" o!
.

the

corrugated.meta~

,

.

'

bellows _type seen in wan barometers, which

'

:

,

allows both me'chani"cal motio!'t transmission "and the possibility or
. . ..
maintaining a fluid barrier. The bellows' movement winds a spring through
~

a ratchet, which prevents aHy loss of energy back through the bellows.

Tr.e spring drives a wheel with fingers that de-flect the end of a can·
ti.lever mounted crystal.

The alignment is such that when the crystal

is deformed a presdected distance, the finger' slides ocr and the crystal
is set in oscillation at its natural frequency.

All of the work done in the

original deformation thus must be dissipated within the crystal, and
electrical energy is available during each cycle of oscillation.

The

escapement prevents the next finger from engaging the crystal untU
su~ficicnt

time has passed !or the oscillation to damp out.

Stnce several

---

I

y

---

I

\
finge:r·-pushes per second are possible, a relatively small area oC
crystal can be used. This arrangement also provides the desirable
feature o! allowing input energy to accumulate i.n the spring tmtil
sufficient farce is developed ~0 drive a f·i.nger over> the crystal
t~e event that the. input falls below normal.

w"

If excess inptrt energy

is available the crystal is driven more often. but, since its maximum
deflection is always the same, it can not be broken. E. V'an Haa!ten
or Bulova Watch has
the above.

d~signed

a

syst~m

simllar in some respects to

(18)

b.

Permanent Magnet Generators
. A transducer not gene rally cons ide red iA

'

.

...

....

.

discussions oC impianted power is the :permanent magnet generator•
.

~

.

.

Because or the intrinsic weight."-of m~gnet and core materials, and beM
•.

cause

~he

usual mechanical input

!las little immediate appeal,

i~

r·otational, this type of generator

Howe~ef', if as has been suggested abov~,

r:rystals require ~eating in a total enclosure and drive through spring
and gear' mechanisn.1 s !or optimum re:Sults then rotational input is not a
relative disadrantage. If an~implanted syst-em must function !or many
years a p.m. ·g:~ne rator shoUld be sati~ractory, while the fatigue lifetime

oC a crystal is not well

unde~stood.

That weight is not an

impossib!~

obstacle \s demonstrated by a generator manufactured hy Rotating Com·
ponents, Inc. and advertised in the 1966-67 Electrical Engineers
Master catalog. This unit is 1. 31" long by. 95" diameter". weighs 2. 5 oz.
and. we calculate. can produce 100 milliwatt at 60 revolutions per
second. A device especially des\gned for 200 uW output and low rotation·
al speeds, therefore, should not be objectbnably large, heavy or in·
efficient. We recommend that a p.m. generator not be dismissed untU
Curther data on the practical requirements and limitations or crystals
become available, IC the physiologic::.! and instrumentation problc:ns of

---

,..
\

I

-

--

I

-25o":Jtaining mechanical work in the 10 milliwatt range can be solved. a
p.m. generator may well be the better suit_ed transducer.
3.
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Previous Work

!I. Kenr.edv

Dr. Joh.:l H. Kennedy and Carl C. Eng:er at the Cleveland

!'.1etropolitan General

H~spital

have publishe:i several reports oi their

work with a self-powered cardiac pacemake!'. (6, 7) The devices
constructed and implanted by this group consist partially in a "piezoelectric ceramic crystal mounted beneath a flexible plastic cover.
The package containing the crystal ·generato:-·as well

a~

the rectifier

.

a.'"ld pacemaker·: electroni~s
is suture.d
to
.
.
. the rib cage in a position
where the ~eat~ng heart applies ~ress_:Ure· ~hrough the cover to the

<'rystal. This system has. for sHort periods, provided effective

•

facing via stimulating electrodes in'several experimental trials with
cogs. Since our interest· is in the power generating aspects. we will
concentrate our attention on the

cryst~.

In the mo'st recent pape~ {7) the crysta~ dimensions reported are
'
:1
i
.

3. 75 x 1. 87 x. 05 em and drive parameters are described as. " ••• the
mechanical energy needed to operate the

self~powered

pacemaker is 200

oewtons or 21. 4Cm." Let us assume that what was .meant is a mech•
anico.l force of 2. 0 ne\1/t.on.

'

Using design ec.uations supplied by Clevite.

the manufacturer of the ceramic crystals, it can be shown that Cor an
end supported; center driven crystal of the quoted dimensions. the force
.

-4

necessary to produce a strain of 5 x 10 (the recommended maximum)
is 2. 3 Nt.

According to our calcul01tions a PZT-SB crystal of the quoted

dimensions deformed by a 2. 3 Nt force will produce no more than 9. 1
microjoule, and only 7 microjoule at 2. 0 Nt.
(01nd 4. 0 Nt.) 28 microjoule is possible.

With a spring loo.ded crystal

K.!nnedy mentions the figu;<e

o{

...
'

--·-

..-I

)

29 microjoule. but his reference is technically ambiguous. In order
capacito~:

to provide a low ripple electrical source, it appears a larger
than the optimum tor maximum e!Ciciency,was used. however.
output voltage of 1. 75 volts is mentioned.

An

The maximum energy which .

can be supplied into a 1. 75 volt source by a PZT-SB crystal with the
above dimensions and 2. 0 Nt driving force during a deformation •
relaxation cycle depends on whether a series or parallel type of crystal
bimorph was used. Ttle best choice _is parallel which can provide S. 4
rr.icrojoule.

With a heart rate of 120/min the maximum ~ower that

could be produced is therefore 11 u w.
It is

wort~. noting

that the mechanical power necessary to deform

a directly coupfed crystal
..·•

~at provides:
11 u W of electrical
\
...
.
.

power is
.

Therefore. it tb.e transducer" package can be designed

at least 340 u W·.

to provide 20"/e efficiency rather than __ 3. 2'7~t. 68 u W could be obtained with

no change in the mechanical power input.

Ar.,:f if the displacement is

in-creased from • 2mm to • 6mm, enough mechanical power is available

to produce 200
attainable. a

~ W at 20~ ef!i~iency. ~ven if only 10'7o efficiency is

dePecti~n
..

appear \Ulreasonable.

of 1. 2zhm to
Dr. Kennedy

inc~ease ~the

repor-\.~

power input does not

that after a one year im-

plantation no damage to the adjacent myocardium was found.
output apparently has not been maintained beyond a few days

Electrical
beca~se

ot leakage of fluid into the package. Improvements in the crystal mounting and drive. in materials and packaging. and in surgical technique

sl':ould be undertaken.

Oro. Victor

Par~onnet

Dr. V!ctor
J~rscy

thch·

Parsc.n~1ct

and his co-workers at the Newark. New

Beth Israel Hospital have published several papers describing

eY.pcl'irn~nts

with cc ramie bimot•phs

~ountcd

on thl! aort:l, (e. g. 18, 21)

--·----..

~--------------------------------~-------------~--

,..,.

""'"

Their latest device contai;1S two PZT-5 crystal slabs as the arms
of a spring clothespin-like device which clamps onto the aorta.
Each slab is

tl tl
by

inches# an area ';"'bich. according to our

previous calculations for unidirectional stress, can produce 31
microjoule per defle:ction.

This group has chosen a maximum stress
.
2
of 20cro of the modulus or rupture or g or the stress necessary to produce the 31 microjoule output (and a better choice from the fatigue

li!etime viewpoint). At this stress about 5 microjoule can be produced
per deflection or about the same output as Kennedy has achieved. As

did Dr. Kr:r.:1edy, Dr. Parsor:net has e:-:perienced difficulty with fluids
leaking through his sili~on rubber encapsulation which ha~ limited the

·.··

electrical lifetime to a few hours.

.-·
•

~

.

For an artery cia-mp of th;\:lothespill type the mechanical work

done by each expansion of the artery, is.roughly proportional to: systolicdiastolic pressure differential, normal
each cycle,

arl~rial

varia~ion

in arterial diameter in

diameter,and length of artery used.

For the !ol•

lowing set·or parameters, 20 ~ Hg, 2mm, lcm~ 4cm, we calculate an
~

.

..

~

.

-energy yield of ~500 microjoul~ per beat, which is 1 milliwatt at 120 beats/
minute.

Aortic-e_xpansion doe-s ·appear to ba capable or producing the

r~ecessary

quantity of mechanical work, but it remains for improved

mechanical designs to meet the sealing, efficient drive, .and adaptation

requirements which are demanded of a successful long term system"

-.................

---

I

I

-

-

I -...
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